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I. INTRODUCTION 
This report presents in eummary work done in the period from 
1959 to 1963 at the Hypersonic Research Project, Graduate Aeronautical 
Laboratories California Institute of Technology, on some theoretical 
aspects of the dynamics of ionized gases. The objective of this work was 
to set up a system of conservation equations when no magnetic field or 
complicated'chemical effects a r e  present. Emphasis is placed on the 
gross exchange processes among species a t  a point, rather than the 
gradient transport mechanisms (e .  g. , viscosity and heat conduction); 
in the past this point of view was often called "Gaseous Electronicst'. 
In subordinatipg the magnetic field and the chemistry to the dynamics 
it has been possible to explain a gratifying number of cammonplace 
physical phenomena from first  principles and to demonstrate the intimate 
connection between gaseous electronics and aerodynamics. 
The conservation equations needed for a neutral-ion-electron 
mixture were derived with the aid of the elementary integral transport 
(Maxwell-Chapman) theory exactly a s  used for any ternary mixture. 
Departures made necessary because of the ionization include (a) the 
collisionles s (" Vlasov") approximation, (b) a reformulation of the 
Chapman-Enskog prosedure to include electric forces and (c) a convenient 
recourse to the inverse-fifth-power interparticle force law. Even so the 
resulting equations a r e  merely a r e -  statement of the formidable problem 
of plasma physics. "Inviscid" equations a r e  therefore written as  counter- 
parts of the inviscid (ideal) equations of aerodynamics. To illustrate 
where mathematical difficulties f i rs t  appear, practical problems a r e  
solved with the aid of further approximations. 
These problems, as  well a s  the physical departures mentioned 
above, a r e  relegated to Appendices. * 
* Individual Appendices can be obtained from Mrs. C. Van Gieson, 
Hypersonic Research Project Secretary, Firestone Flight Sciences Lab- 
oratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California. 
11. EQUATIONS O F  CONSERVATION 
The integral t ransport  theory of Maxwell and Chapman have been 
used to derive the specie and overall (global) conservation equations for a 
neutral-ion-electron mixture exactly as one derives these equations for 
any ternary  mixture. * The customary two difficulties a r e  the evaluation 
of the s t r e s s e s  and the evaluation of the collision t e rms .  
11.1. Validity of the Chapman-Enskog Procedure 
In order  to evaluate the s t r e s s  te rms,  one needs some idea of the 
velocity distribution function, For small depar tures  f rom equilibrium 
one usually obtains specie equations of the Navier-Stokes type. One 
classic test  for such small departures is provided by the Chapman- 
Enskog theory. ** In Appendix A this theory is re-written for  a mixture 
of gases  with body forces,  A summary of Appendix A is a s  follows: 
The non-dimensional form of the Maxwell-Boltzrnann equation is 
where 
E = collision t ime flow time (ti/t) 
and 
(body force) x (collision time) 
' = Iparticle m a s s )  x ( thermal  velocity) = (Fiti'miCi) ' 
When , < < 1 the following expansion is indicated: 
* Background reading of ~ e a n s '  followed by 9elcroix2 i s  
sufficient for  this  purpose. 
** As car r i ed  out by Enskog and Hilbert, immortalized by 
Chapman and Cowling, interpreted by Lees and tranacribed by ~ i u ~ .  
so that local thermatization requires a moderate body (field) force in 
addition to a, rapid collision rate. Therefore the customary equations of 
ionized gases (and magnetohydrodynamicsf a r e  limited to the case where 
On manipulating this criterion for both ionized species, we find that in 
an ionized mixture of pressure p the critical field Ecr (above which the 
departures from equilibrium a r e  significant) i s  
where q is the particle charge, Q the (elastic) collision cross-  section 
a n d p  the mass  ratio (e. g., electron to neutral). The implications of 
this simple criterion, spectacularly verified by the mobility experiments 
4 
of Hornbeck , will be discussed in a later section under the title "Non- 
linear Effects''. 
IL 2. Collision Effects. "Collisionles s- Collisional" Model 
The second important point concerns the handling of the collision 
terma which for the ternary system considered consist of a matrix of 
nine collision terms. Multiple particle interactions are excluded. 
Interactions between charged particles a r e  excluded under the 
assumption that the collective, long- range electric forces prevail over 
the near collisions5 ("Vlaaov Approximation"). This criterion i s  
expressible by 6 
Debye length < < Macroscopic Scale 
or* 
h z  17 < < L  . (T and n refer to the electrons. ) 
Interactions between like particles a r e  also excluded because of 
collision invariance, in case where the transport theory i s  not used to 
find the conservation of correlations (e, g. , mutually orthogonal velocities). 
7 * The Debye length is about 7 {m for plane geometries . 
Interactions between charged particles and neutrals a r e  assumed 
to be of the polarization type. In this way the happy circumstance that 
the collision integrals a r e  integrable for inverse-fifth power force laws 
2 is utilized fully. This suggestion is an old one and has been supported 
8 
well by the experimental study of ionic mobilities . Although both 
"Maxwellian molecules" and "Maxwellian ions' '  obey the inver se-fifth- 
power force law, the potential of the former i s  repulsive, while that of 
the latter atiractive. This has caused some concern in the past, since 
attractive interaction potentials usually need a "hard-core" potential t o  
prevent collapse of the two particles together. As shown in  Appendix B, 
however, the (attractive) Maxwell ion potential generates  centrifugal 
forces  such that a hard core  would be necessary only for the very low 
0 temperature encounters (order  of a few degrees K). The cri ter ion for 
the validity of the inver se-fifth attractive force law is given approxi- 
mately by . 
where p is the over-all pressure,  q the charge of the polarizing particle, 
and v and nu the molecular volume and number density of the polarized 
mate r i a l  (e. g., the neutral particles). 
The attractive form of the potential a l so  necessitates a recom- 
1 putation of the collision constants (symbolized A by Jeans ) For  the 
momentum exchange integral, for instance, the integration constant was 
found to be 
Contrasted with that for neutral part icles  (Maxwell molecules): 
The last assumption made in this model is that the neutral- 
charged mean-free path XCn is much smaller  than the charged-charged 
"path". In o rde r  of magnitude this  cr i ter ion is expressible by 
( h M J n A )  > > A,, , 
where h is the Debye distance and A the interaction distance between 
7 
charged part icles  discussed by Spitzer . 
In surnmary, we a r e  proposing here a model "coll is io~~less" in
the Vlasov s.ense, but "collisional" so. far as the interaction between 
charged and neutral species goes. Many plasma phenomena fall in  this 
category, as the reader can verify by considering the above criteria. 
11, 3. "Inviscid" Eauations 
In or'der to study certain problems in ionized gases, but also in  
order to demonstrate the connection between formulae used in gaseous 
electronics and formulas of fluid dynamics, the weak-field equations 
were written down when certain gradients were absent. The equations 
for each specie i then a r e  as follows: 
Momentum 
Energy 
In these equations k i s  Bolteman's constant and h, p the number 
* 
or maes production or destruction due to chemical events; Qi i s  the 
(positive or  negative) amount of energy absorption or release because of 
such reactions. This i s  the extent to which inelastic events appear. Also, 
note that the bpdy force does not appear explicitly i n  the energy equation, 
but only implicitly through the velocity 3 . 
The quantity i s  essentially an elastic collision cross-  section i9 
60r the interaction of specie i with specie j, and for the "Maxwellian ion" 
is 
(polarization) 
where D i s  the dielectric constant. The operator (d/dt) Z (a/&) f Ti . 
It should be recognized that these inviscid equations include the 
mechanisms of gradient diffusion and electrical conductivity but not of 
viscosity and heat conduction, Gradient diffusion enters through the 
pressure gradient D ni k Ti and electrical conductivity through the 
mutual "drag" between two different species. These equations should 
not be very useful in cases where friction dissipation and heat conduction 
(such a s  in an intense electric arc)  a r e  prevalent. 
11. 3. 1. Recovery of Familiar Formulas 
(Gas Dvnarnics and Gaseous Electronics) 
To test the applicability of the above equations, one t r ies  to  recover 
formulas familiar both in gas dynamics and gaseous electronics. 
Fo r  a pure gas  the te rms  M4 and M5 disappear and one recovers 
Euler' s equation i f  no body forces act (M2 = 0). If body forces  act 
(m2 qh 0) their effect i s  the same a s  that of a pressure gradient in an 
inviscid gas. Hence the tendency of an ionized gas (one specie only) t o  
accelerate outward under self- repulsion. 
The use of a perfect gas law in relating pressure to the product 
n.kT. provides a diffusion mechanism out of an Euler- type equation. We 
1 1  1 
can recover Meyes's isothermal diffusion formula by setting 
M1 = M2 = M4 = 0 and using Ti = T = constant. The counterpart of Ar (* .  
1J 
in kinetic theory would be m .  c Pij , where Qij i s  an elastic collision 
O i  
cross-  section. Then 
The adiabatic law relating pressure to density can also be recovered 
from the energy equation (El = E4 = E5 0) with the aid of the momentum 
equations . 
Familiar formulas of gaseous electronics a r e  also obtained 
easily. The simple Ohm's law (velocity proportional to the field) obtains 
by M1 = M3 = M4 = 0. Observe therefore that this often-misused formula 
holds for an inert, inertialess and diffusionless gas only. If H1 rij is 
equal to mi c oi 'ij , then simple mobility ideas hold; this i s  "Langevin's 
8 f i r  s t  lawt' . When A v.. is obtained from polarization considerations, 
1 IJ 8 
M2 and M5 give "Langevin's second law" . The ambipolar diffusion idea 9 
i s  obtainable from M2, M3, and M5 for an isothermal gas using electron 
and ion momentum conservation (the danger of the usual assumptions of 
ambipolar diffusion is self- evident, however). 
"Sheath" formulas a r e  obtainable easily from combinations such 
a s  M1 = M3 = M4 = 0 or M3 = M4 = M5 = 0; the latter gives the familiar 
9 collisionless "Child's Law" . 
9 The classic Boltzmann distribution of diffusing particles in a 
force field can be obtained directly from MZ and M3. 
It should be emphasized that although when the critical electric 
field i s  above the limit given earl ier  the energy equation should always 
be used, the inverse is not true; in other words, i t  should be possible 
to have temperature differences (although small) between the species 
but still use the "weak field'' momentum equation. 
11. 3. 2. Problems in Electrogasdynarnics 
11.3.2. 1. Flow of Charged Part icles in a Two- Dimensional 
Channel ( A ~ ~ e n d i x  G)
As an example, i t  was attempted to solve the problem of a charged 
stream moving normal to the plane formed by the axes of two infinite 
parallel wires across  which a voltage difference exists. 
Consider the steady flow of a fluid carrying charged particles. If 
the velocity field of the charges is related to the local electric field 
intensity by the mobility concept, then 
(conservation of particles) 
(Poisson' a equation) 
where 
-+ 
u = velocity vector of neutral gas 
- % ,  n = number densities of + and - charges 
4= - 
K , K = mobilities of + and - charges 
4- - 
e , e = charge per particle for t and - charges 
In Appendix C the effect of the motion of the charges upon the 
motion of the neutral gas is ignored, so that 5 is assumed to be known. 
-k - + Also, the effect of n , n upon E (Poisson's equation) is ignored. Thus 
4 
u is known from ordinary fluid mechanics and % i s  known from electrostatics. 
The non-diemsnional problem parameter is 
where V is the voltage drop between the wires and 
The results show that when a i s  high the flow i a  dominated by the electric 
field, so that the charged particles follow the electrostatic field lines. 
When a i s  small (a ---9 0) the particles travel along straight paths 
-A < (along U). For  a = 0.55 the "cammunication corridor" between the two 
wires "breaks away", i. e., for such a's particles leaving one wire cannot 
arr ive at the other but a r e  dragged downstream by the flow. This is  
therefore a rudimentary "discharge blowout" criterion. 
The above results were extended to the two-dimensional flow in 
a channel containing two semi-cylindrical electrodes. Although the 
t 
problem ~lt i l l  remains uncoupled (in the sense that no = 0 and the applied 
electric field i s  undisturbed) the neutral flow field was allowed to vary 
4 A 
as in potential flow. In this way (since V . v = V . E = 0) it became 
possible to use a streamfunction method for mapping the field; the 
' .parameters in the problem a re  
a P 
KV and 
A u A! n (aLrL/16 A') (r/x) * 
where K is the mobility, V the inter-electrode potential, the distance 
between polis, U the flow velocity and r the electrode radius. 
Maps have been drawn for a = 8.25, 0.5, and 1.0 and ( r / h )  = 0.5. 
These also show that the "blowout" value of a occurs between 0.5 and 1. 
The "blowout voltage" i s  then proportional to the mass-flow flux p U  and 
the interelectrode separation a s  expected. 
U. 3.2.2. Transient Space Charge R o b l e m  
Another problem examined was the unsteady one-dimensional flow 
of charges in a parallel-plate gap. This problem, described by 
\ E d x  = V 
I 0 
has interested plasma physicists on i t s  own merits.  The non-dimensional 
parameters here a r e  
This problem has been traditionally attacked in the limit of s -4 0 , 
i. e., by linearizing to the case where the induced field i s  negligible. 
For  non-negligible space charge (induced field) one might say that because 
of differences in mobility the ions remain stationary (a = 0) while the 
electrons evacuate the gap. An exact solution in closed form for s < 2 
(weak to moderate space charge) i s  then obtained from Reference 10 
(Appendix D); for s > 2 the problem can only be solved with a computer 
(see below).* After the electrons have left the gap only the positive 
specie remains. An exact closed-form solution for this motion was 
found by Morrison and ~ d e l s o n "  for s < 2 and by ~eme t r i adea"  for 
arbitrary s (Appendix D). 
Recently Hill (Appendix E) obtained numerical solutions to this 
problem for arbitrary s and a with the aid of an IBM 7090 computer. 
His results corroborate the above analytical solutions and provide a 
basis for the inclusion of a great variety of reactions (i, e., a non- 
zero r. k. s. to the continuity equation). 
III. NON- LINEAR EFFECTS 
As mentioned earl ier  the assumption of a "weak" electric field 
i s  crucial to the insensitivity of the charged-particle mobility (and 
temperature) to the electric field strength. When the latter exceeds i t s  
critical value self- and mutual equilibration of the species i s  impossible. 
The formulation of the transport equations for such strong fields is 
equivalent to the formulation of a transport theory well beyond the 
Navier -Stokes approximation. 
Efforts have been made by various workers to predict a t  least 
some transport processes in this "non-linear" regime. As shown by 
simple considerations4 when the critical field for  a certain specie i s  
1 
exceeded, that specie begins drifting with a speed proportional to EZ 
(not E) and i t s  temperature begins deviating from that of the overall 
mixture* Many observed phenomena can be explained by these simple 
considerations. 
* The voluminous literature on "Electron Heatingt' deals with 
just that phenomenon. 
As seen from Figure 1 of Reference 4 the Mach number (ve/ce) 
of the electrons of a neutral-ion-electron mixture subjected to a strong 
f ield i s  always much smaller than unity. Fo r  ions, however, the 
Mach number (vI/ci) i s  of order one, so that the formation of ion "fronts" 
i s  in principle possible on this precept, Ion ttwaves't have indeed been 
observed experimentally. 
The ability of the lighter particles (electrons) to heat up very 
readily unde'r an electric field supplies a good understanding of a very 
familiar phenomenon, i. e., dielectric breakdown of gases. It also 
supplies a ready explanation of why it i s  that the electrons, rather than 
the positive ione, are responsible for the breakdown process. Very 
elementary ideas predict that avalanche ionization occurs (roughly) when 
a charged particle, moving in the direction of the field, acquires between 
two successive collisions energy equal to the ionization potential. But 
ions and electrons car ry  the same charge, and their mean-free-paths 
are close enough so that on that basis their capability to ionize by 
collision should be about the eame. The non-linear theory simply states, 
however, that because of their smaller mass  the electrons retain 
sufficient energy during a great number of collisions so that when the 
c rucial time comes they need only a small additional contribution from 
the field in  order to acquire ionization energy. 
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* APPENDIX A 
CHAPMAN-ENSKOG PROCEDURE 
FOR A MIXTURE INCLUDING BODY FORCES 
A. Genera l  
It i s  our  eventual  objective to wr i t e  the conservat ion laws fo r  a n  
ionized mix ture  for  the c a s e  of slight deviation of the velocity dis t r ibut ion 
function of each  specie  f r o m  the Maxwell distr ibution.  W e  begin with 
the Maxwell-Boltzrnann equation. F o r  a spec ie  i colliding with other  
species ,  j = 1, 2, . . . : 
where 
f .  = dis t r ibut ion function of i 
1 
r = configuration coordinates  i 
w = total  instantaneous velocity of m e m b e r s  of i i 
Fi = total  instantaneous fo rce  on i between coll isions (a  f ie ld  f o r c e )  
m = m a s s  of m e m b e r s  of i i  
f .  = dis t r ibut ion function of j 
.l ( ) '  = quantity a f t e r  a coll ision i - j 
v = total  re la t ive  velocity i - j dur ing a coll ision i j  
p = impac t  pa rame te r  
s e e  ~ e a n s '  , p. 216 
t, = impac t  angle  
w .  = total  instantaneous velocity of m e m b e r s  of j. 
J .  
Let  u s  non-dimensionalize (1) by using 
- - - - ry 
t = t .  t  x = cot x P =  c o p  
where  
- 
t  = a macroscop ic  t ime  constant  fo r  e v e r y  specie  
c = a v e r a g e  t h e r m a l  velocity of the i specie  
0 i ,.+ 
6 0  
dffective collision diameter for i and j 
Fo = a certain macroscopic force (field force) 
.-' 
( # ie non-dimensional). 
Then eq. ( 1 )  becomee 
Multiplying through by T/fo we get 
i 
From Maxwellian kinetic theory we know that the mean-free time of the specie 
A 
i and its mean free path 1 can be connected by' 
?I; I 7 ;  = - N, 
C 1 
oi * d o ;  G,.. n; \j T,‘ i +  - 4 
' J  h' Therefore, d 
- a p ;  r , w  - rr F, 7 ;  t 
- + w  c :VC. I + - - - 7, .o,f, = 2 ' ~ / l . - - . d ~ #  ( 1 1  
mi 0 T, 1 J $-.f-' ' J  J 
with - 
\ d 
- - t 1 
- - t;- T I -k Go. .  coin1 
'I J Finally, if w e  define, \J 
B. Example : . Pure Ga a, No Body F o r c e  e 
Consider f i r s t ,  a pure gas  without body forces ,  i. e. ,Ti = 3. 
Then 1 ij 3 and, omitting the subscript,  
u 
N 
Now if f is Maxwellian, both s ides  of eq. (6) vanish (Cf. Jeans,  p. 210)  
since f is independent of the spatial  coordinates. However, if the 
4 
various pa ramete r  e in f ( e .  g. , the temperature,  mean  velocity, e tc)  
- 4 P' 
depend on x, y and z, say, then the r .  h. s. of (6) vanishes but the 1.h. s. 
does not, generally. Consequently, the Maxwellian distribution cannot 
be used to  descr ibe  a gas  where t ranspor t  p rocesses  occur.  
r-' - Z 
When f, however, is a weak function of the t and r, which i s  
tantamount to  eaying that t i s  small ,  we expect that f will vary l i t t le 
f r o m  the Maxwellian. T h e  Hitberechapman-Enskog procedure consiets 
of expanding 
for  
f < < 1 only. 
In our  non-dimensionalization, re-wri te  the above as 
rV - t o )  
f .  f f = f o ( f  + ; + t' Y C L >  t ... ...) . 
0 
The 1, h. s. of (6) i e  
7 
1 
The r. h. s. is 
w t - k  
T h e  primed f r ep resen t s  the port-collision function: 
r 
16 
Therefore the kollision integral reads  
..Ix 
*;ova) $" ' ( r )  ( 1 )  (01 ,-' a rJ f l  ( F ' O ' + u  4 4 + . - - -  - --2 c [  f - . . . I  T Q J t t d ~  
The complete equation to the f i r s t  o rde r  is,  then 
& ( I )  
This formula can be used to solve for f . In the Chapman- 
Maxwell theory it  can be used a s  a l lgeneratr ixt l  for deriving the f i r s t -  
order  conservation equations. 
C. Example II: Gaseous Mixture with No Body F o r c e s  
In this case  X =  0 again ( Cf. eq. (5) ) but let us say there a r e  
several  species  present,  so  that the mean collision time of each member 
i with some j is . The definitions of 
i j T i ,  i s  and L i j  
given previously a r e  then in order.  Equation (5) then is 
The cor rec t  expansion o f f .  should now be in t e r m s  of a small  parameter 
1 i 
which compounds the effects of a l l  types of collisions fo r  each specie i: 
7,' , I 5 s  - -  I z - 2 t ?(,; 6,; . n; 
as defined previously. Therefore, i 
N 
-/ 0 )  2 -(*) 
J 
f i  = f .  + f ; f ( ! '  + s,. f ,  + ...... 
1 1 1 1 
and similar ly f o r  j, with . Also, 
D. Case (i): Gpecie Masses and Cross-Sections Nearly Uniform, Temperature 
Vnif orm 
In order to insert the above expansions into eq. (5) for a 
mixture, it i e  f ir  et necessary to compare the magnitudes of L. for 
each rpecie, a problem which did not a r i s e  in the case of the pure gas. 
Lf our collision cross-sections and masses  in the mixture a r e  of comparable 
magnitude, we have: (for equal temperatures TI = T2 = T3 = ....) 
Setting a l l  numerical factor s (including the c ross -  sections) equal to 
unity for convenience, we obtain 
Thus, I 
- - t -  ? - TI,  7 1 %  T I >  3, + - TI L -t - Therefor e, T~ 3 
We have thus proved that the small parameters E a r e  of comparable 
magnitude when the masses  and cross-  sections a r e  comparable, (and temperatures: 
regardless of the relative species abundance. 
In inserting the expanded functions into (5) we now a r e  justified 
in retaining the same number of t e rms  (to order in this case) for each f;: 
a 7 !o' ,., P/ * (01 I ; ( I )  4 u F 
- + w .  . d , c i  ) + 5 ;  ( 4 + w ; - Q . .  f " '  ) + - . . ,  4 iJ 1 t ' i  
Since & /  
I (but note f # fo generally) 0. 
I j 
we obtain I 
-> ! y I -a 
., ' r 
A - .  
"(I) 
1 ' 
I 5 I V 
. / & \ -i. . < . -  
- - ' / I ,  -. - 5 . 7  
'2 " j 1 1  ' 
- 1 1 : ? %  
as the equation giving fir et-order approximation to function. 
Ae an  illustration, we will work out the case  of a ternary mixture 
containing one abundant and two rare species:  
W e  make the following table: 
I PI T,, 71 3 - n, 7 - - - - - - I  I 1 1  Mr 
fl3 h 3  - - 
Therefore, 
so  that 
(also proved on page 5). 
< 
Then, 4 .%I CJ - 
nr,'" : h. ;;. vy )p0' I I r J  I -'I 
I ( I :  
d #-. 1 3 )  H - 
/J ./ 8 
..,-G "uIl A N ,  * & Z  - Y '31 - 
-- 1 
r (3.8 4 L 
I 
- -./ nJ P, 
r s  
4-4 F ( 1 3  '0) - < \ )  4;" 4:" J 4 ' n ( 9 )  - 
- 3  A ? 
-Il-- ) ; ~ { $ k V , , , ; w ~ * -  c - 
-3 F , ~ )  T t o )  \:I3 b 3 &  4 ;, 4 - . -  j, zr  5 
I 13 ' 
y T O Y  
.- 
r (0) '6' 
x 
3 -) 3 
cr 9 , ( I ) .  - 9 4 
- : t  - -  ) ;G d t  r,,ow, 
4: ) 
But f rom C - 
- - 
b ,  
L 
- 
I - - -  i - t  1 
-- 
c: = I i C ! ,  < , 7- 
- I i  
We get 
This formula shows that in the f i r s t  approximation, the correction to the 
distribution function of the abundant specie a r e  independent of the presence 
of the r a r e  species. (Also, the t ransport  coefficients of the abundant specie 
a r e  s imilar ly independent of the r a r e  species. ) 
We can a l so  form the equations for  f (O'  and f3('). Fo r  the fo rmer :  
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In the same manner, we get the expression fo rBf3  . 
' These two formulas state that the corrections to the distribution 
function of the r a r e  epeciee a r e  dominated by tho preaence and behaviar 
of the abundant specie only. (Aleo, the traneport coefficient8 of one of 
-
the r a r e  species a r e  dominated by the characteristic8 of the abundant 
specie and a r e  independent of the characterist ics of the other r a r e  specie. 
(Cf. Jeans, p. 220 ff. ) ) 
E. Case (ii): One of the Species i s  Very Light, Temperatures Equal 
In the above example we saw that for a ternary mixture i n  which 
the masses  and temperatures (and the cross-sections) a r e  comparable, the 
perturbation of the distribution function of the abundanc specie i s  
unaffected by the presence of the r a r e  species; the perturbation to the d. f. 
of the r a r e  spjcies, on the other hand, depend exclusively on the abundant 
specie. 
Consider, now the case where one of the r a r e  species consists 
of very light particles: 
while 
n l > > n  n 2' 3 ' 
with the collisiorl cross-  sections 2 Go remaining comparable. From 
our general formulae: 
2 (We put 6 -. 1 since 
we a r e  making an ordering procedure, ) 
We form a table of the pertinent quantities: 
x I w - 7  -r - hr;; 7 
Note (as shown on the l a s t  column) that the shortest  t ime i s  T3, , that i s  
the collision t ime for  specie 3 (the very  light one) with the abundant, 
heavy specie 1. 
The table for  the L . 's is s imi lar  to the above, when E i s  
'J 
substituted f o r  everywhere. F o r  the pa ramete r s  E we get: 
E l  = & I ,  
but only i f  now '"3 I < < 1 , instead of "1 < < 1 a s  before, for tem- 
pera tures  being equal;, Tp m ,  
In this  case,  the charac ter ie t ic  small  parameter  for  the two heavy 
species  (1  and 2) is given by the collision t ime of specie 1 with itself. 
The cha rac te r i s t i c ,  parameter  for  the light specie, however, i s  
much smal le r  than f , and EL (by a factor ) reflecting i t s  
much fas te r  collision rate. I 
Since sj< < t , , C ,  the consistent expansion i s  
Y 
(01 
4 3  = 
where we have facirly a s sumed  that ?;('I i s  a l s o  much smal le r  than unity. 
This  means  that due to i t s  g rea te r  (by a factor 1 / G  ) collision rate ,  
specie 3 "equilibrates" with itself much fa s t e r  than do species  1 and 2 
equilibrate with themselves.  Parenthetically,  note that this  i s  not 
meant  to say, for example, that in a mixture  of neutrals,  ions and e lec t rons  
the electrons a r e  m o r e  likely to f e  found "in equilibriurntl than the 
heavier species.  We will l a te r  s e e  that in such a mixture,  which has 
a l s o  just undergone some disquieting process ,  the ions tend to  re turn  to a 
Maxwellian equilibrium ve ry  slowly, but their  m e a n  energy ( temperature)  
tends to that of the overal l  gas  ve ry  rapidly; the electron8 behave in 
exactly the opposite way. Finally i t  should be kept in mind that these 
r e su l t s  a r e  t r u e  for  / 1 ( 1 %  1 only. 
For specie 1 we get, again 
and since 
c, 
c- I r ,I \FA *,A - j' L - 
- . . !  - ' ,. <' ' 
-- 
- .  
Y- - 7-1 - /+ 
' ' 1  t' - > 1 1  , 
I .  
Again we see  that the second integral i s  the only survivor, meaning 
that again the abundant specie i s  modified only by itself. 
An identical calculation for  specie 2 shows, as  before, that i t s  
distribution function i s  perturbed by collisions with members  of 1 only. 
F. The Light Specie I s  of Elevated Temperature 
Say now that the light specie i s  elevated in temperature so that 
i t  is hotter than species  1 and 2 by a factor (d: 
Then if the collision cross-eectione a r e  sti l l  comparable s o  that they 
can be set  equal to unity, the new table of 7;. '8 is:  
- 
T X z  - f,, 
n z  
I 
Thus again 
5, = G I ,  
X 
So that the effect of the increased temperature of specie 3 i s  to increase 
it8 thermalisition ability, as expected. 
C. Mixture with Body Forces 
When the body forces a r e  present, 
and the equation (5) is pertinent: 
W e  saw, earlier,  that the Chapman-Enskog procedure is valid when 
the left-hand side of thia equation i s  a t  most of order unity. This 
requires that 
railti) C 1 , 
and, in  fact, when double expansion i e  not necessary. In 
this case our 
'L 
But h,c0; = constant = W T ( thermal  energy) and thue 
- 
Since t and W T  a r e  constant for the mixture, i t  follows that the body 
force Fi which makes small depends on the m a s s  of the part icles  i 
in question. 
When & i s  thus of order  I ; we can expand the distribution 
1 
functions in a s e r i e s  containing f only. The resul t s  a r e  identical 
with those found in the previous section, except that now the 1. h. s. 
of the first-order equation contains the fo rce  te rm:  
H. Weakly Ionized Mixture 
We have by now developed s u f f i c i e n t  tools t o  c o n s i d e r  a w e a k l y  
ionized mixture from the standpoint of the Chapman-Enskog approximation. 
This rr~ixture resembles  the case  of the t e rmary  mixture with one 
very abundant and one very light component. We will subscribe the 
neutrals by 1, the ions by 2, and the electrons by 3: 
> >  n t  , n 4 I 3 (n* - "3 usually) 
m ,  , m  z > > m 3  (m,  = m usually) 
It can be correc t ly  argued that the Maxwellian expression for the 
mean f r e e  path 
I 
is inapplicablefor the Coulomb-dominated charged-charged encounters. 
However, taking the expression for A; to be valid will sti l l  give a n  
expression agreeing with out Vlasov-approximated Maxwell- Boltzrnan 
equation for  each specie (see  Section I) on the right-hand-side of the 
equation. 
So far  a s  the 1. h. 8. of the equations go, note that 
- 
Yl = F t t  - = o  since F~ = o 
~ l C 0 ,  
where F is a n  electromagnetic force. Also 
f r o m  our requirement 
f rom our requirement 7 ,  / j < < 1. Thus, 
7 Fr>, (0% 2 FIX, M ,  
- -4 - - -1- KX, 
1 c cl 
h l  c a r  WT m ?  W-r 
For  a ~ h a r ~ e d l n e u t r a l  interaction the Maxwellian expression for  the 
mean-fr e e-path is approximately valid, hence 
Hence 
where p is the p ressure  of the gas, since f r o m  Dalton's law 
I F o r  the electrons, m I - - and f r o m  
7 
n ? ~  - l'- 
, Therefore, the force F necessary to make the e l e c t r o n ~  depart from 3 
a Maxwellian distribution i s  m u c h  smaller than that necessary to make 
the ions depart from the same distribution. Our final results are:  
, 
.\r 4 & \ , ,  .-J ' 
,( 1 )  N 
rJ Y 3 -4 
7 3  (\ t  -r - 2 -  l b )  - r  4 ,  0 )  -) 
and the necessary criteria are  I 0 l . 3 '  
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTATION OF MOMENTUM EXCHANGE INTEGRAL 
FOR INVERSE 5TH ATTRACTIVE FORGES 
1. Introduction 
It hag been shown that the c lass ica l  collision integral  featuring 
interaction fo rces  of the central  type can be simply evaluated only when 
the interpart ic le  fo rce  va r i e s  as the inverse  fifth power of the interpart ic le  
distance. Assuming that the collision of two neutral  par t ic les  obey just 
such a law, Maxwell formulated his  famous "Maxwellian molecule" 
theory in  which the magnitudes of the inter-specie  momentum and energy 
exchange c r o s s -  sections were  essentially computed. Although the 
inverse-fifth repulsive force  assumed is s t i l l  too long-ranged to be 
realist ic,  the tutor ial  value of Maxwell's calculation is undeniable, 
One type of inter-part ic le  encounter for which the inverse-fifth 
force  law is justifiable on physical grounds is that between a charged and 
a polariseable neutral  particle. It has  been therefore often suggested 
that th i s  force  law be used to descr ibe the behavior of charged part ic les  
in  a neutral  gas. Langevin c a r r i e d  out this  calculation for  the momentum 
exchange between ions and neutrals  and managed to  predict  the mobility 
of the f o r m e r  with a fair amount of success.  No such calculation has been 
made  for  the electrons,  however. The reason  for  th is  is that the motion 
and tempera ture  of the la t te r  exhibit the famil iar  non-linear dependence 
on the e lec t r ic  field strength, in which c a s e  the ent i re  concept behind 
LangevinJ s calculation is not applicable. 
The calculation of the effective momentum exchange c ross -  section 
based on the polarization will be worked out below for ions and electrons 
so that, i n  spite of the shortcomings real ized long ago by Maxwell himself, 
an  order ly  comparison between the behavior of ions and electrons can be 
made. The numerical  constant multiplying the momentum exchange 
expression t u r n s  out to be much lower than i t s  counterpart  for the 
repulsive force,  Also, the polarization mode of momentum exchange 
appears  t o  need no "hard-core" for  all but the lowest tempera tures  of 
inter-part ic le  encounter. These detai ls  will be presented below. 
2. Polarization Force  Between Charged and Neutral Part icles  
Consider a charged particle of charge q at  some distance r 
away f rom a pblarizable molecule of s ize 1. 
F o r r > > l ,  
where 
,pa z 1 q = dipole moment of molecule. (B- 2 )  
It remains  to  calculate p =p (r). To cio this, consider a block of matter  
(containing molecules) under the 
A> 
action of the field E of the ion. If 
the mater ia l  is polarizeable, the 
total field E within it  i s  
G'j .-/ E = E t t  E 1 = E t + 4 n a - = L I E +  ( A - 3 )  
where D is the dielectric constant. Also, 
where o is the surface charge on each face of a r e a  A, Thus 
- , total momentum ~f block - GAL CT - E+ (1/434 (D-1) 
,,u?-- particle density - m= IT- N 
ID- 1 
= * +  Tin-  
and since E+ = (q/r2) , we get 
3. Dynamics of the Inverse-Fifth- Power Attractive Force 
Having determined that the polarization force i s  an inverse-fifth- 
power force of the central  type, we will describe the dynamics sf the 
interaction a s  the charged particle (projectile) approaches an assumedly 
stationary neutral molecule or  atom (target). 
F o r  this purpose we will use the familiar "equivalent potential" 
t m  formulatioa. The total energy 
of the projectile is conserved: I 
(B- 7) 
where v is the instantaneous velocity 
of the projectile and V i t s  
instantaneous potential energy in 
the (polarization) field of the 
neutral; vm is the projectile 
velocity at  infinity. 
The angular momentum of the projectile is also conserved: 
2 ' 
,& r ang. mom. = rnr 0 = mpvm (B-8) 
Therefore, 
1 - 2  Ze2 E = ~ m ( r  t r  0 ) + V ( r ) =  (B- 10) 
(B- 11) 
(B- 12) 
The energy of the projectile i s  thus seduced solely in  t e r m s  of r ;  in 
particular,  the f i r  s t  t e r m  above is the kinetic energy along the interpartic Le 
radius; the l a s t  two terms a r e  only functions of r and can be  lumped into 
an "equivalent potential". 
The potential V(r) is, of course, the previously derived polarization potential: 
V(r) = ~ / ( 4 r ~ )  (B- 14) 
where 
K =  - 2nN (B- 15) 
It is now clear  that when curves of V' and E a r e  plotted versus  r, 
the difference between these two 
2 is  exactly the kinetic energy Qrnr . 
In Figure B. 2 an example i s  shown 
for a c a s e  where V represents  a 
repulsive potential ( V  > O),  Hence 
V' is also everywhere positive. 
On the other hand, E, being 
everywhere constant, intercepts 
P 
the V' curve at  the point of 
~ ' i ~ u r e  B. 2 closest  approach, where i is, 
of course, zero. 
Returning to the inverse-fifth attractive potential, we wri te  it in  the  
non-dimensi~nal  form: 
(B- 16) 
a maximum occurring a t  
2 -- -+,.-.I a. -- 
*--- 
--+.----a -"--a% p 
r 3  ; 
centsif ugal 
Figure E. 3 
In Figure B. 3 we see that the centrifugal force ( f i r s t  t e r m  in equation 
B-16) ) dominates over the polarization force (second t e r m )  a t  the fa r  
distances. Three c a s e s  El , E2 , and E of interaction energy  are shown. 3 
When the projectile charged particle has energy E3 , its distance of 
closest approach is r 3 "  For energies such as E1 the projectile can 
penetrate the neutral target. One then ileeds to postulate (o r  derive with 
quantum theory) a "hard-core" correction to the theory i n  a manner 
analogous to. the Lennard- Jone s correction. Or bits for such inter actions 
a r e  shown by Hirchfelder, Curtiss,  and Byrd. 
Contrary to a f i r  st  impression, the high- energy encounters 
belong to levels below E* in Figure B. 3 ; that is, Eg > E* > E l  . 
This can be seen a s  follows: the energy of encounter i s  f m v  2 .  The 
00 
"hump" of the potential, however goes a s  ~ ' * ~ ( r n v , ~ ) ~  (from equation 
( 1 7  ) Thus as the energy of encounter E increases,  V'* grows much 
faster  than E and the orbit is of the Eg type. It is therefore c lear  that if 
this  was to be the case  for most encounters between charged particles and 
neutrals, the inverse-fifth-power force law would be sufficient and no 
"hard- core" postulates would be necessary. Now, this cr i ter ion can be 
written a s  
E < V'* 
w 
(B- 18) 
or, using equation (B-17) 
1 2 2 
z mv < (1/4) (rnv, ) CO (B- 19) 
4 ,  But 4p /K  i s  the potential energy due to polarization a t  the impact distance, 
therefore when 
- -  - -- 
(kinetic energy) > 4 (polarization potential) I &----.. P i 
the inverse-fifth representation i s  sufficient. If some estimate of an 
average impact parameter  p could be made (as will be attempted below) 
then this  cr i ter ion can be written in t e r m s  of macroscopic quantities, 
4. Numerical Est imate of the Validity of the Cri ter ion 
The above cr i ter ion states  that the kinetic energy of the projectile 
should at all  t imes  be grea ter  than 4 t imes  the potential energy of the 
polarization potential at an impact parameter  away. Now the kinetic 
energy of the projectile will be of the order  of the thermal  energy of the 
charged particle; and if we agree  that the minimum temperature of the 
charged part'icles is the temperature of the over-al l  fluid, we have . 
d 
(e: electron; e : ion ; n : neutral). (B- 21) 
By an  argument s imilar  to  that given to explain Langevin's second theory of 
ionic mobility we say that 
P,E. at p = e2 (:-I) (B- 22) 
8nn p 
n 
where e is  the electronic charge, D the dielectric constant and nn the 
density of the neutrals. Thus, f rom our criterion, 
(3/2) KT8rn p4 48 Rrp  4 K* E* = 4 n -   > 1 
Ex- # (B- 23) e2 (D-1) e2 (D-1) 
where P i s  the over-all  pressure  of the gas. Also, we take 
D - 1 5 4wna 3 (B- 24) 
-24 3 
where a3 is of the order  of the molecular volume o r  10 crn . Thus, 
Now p is of order  
nn 
-1/3 4 
, thus p = nn -4/3 and 
(S- 26) 
This c r i te r ion  can best be presented in a P vs. n plot a s  shown on 
n 
Figure  B. 4. Within the assumptions made we see  that the inverse-  
, fifth-power law for  charged-neutral  encounters holds for the p res su re -  
density combinations of usual interest ,  
F igure  B. 4 
5. Calculation of Charged-Neutral Momentum Exchange 
Jeans  has  shown that when a par t icular  specie  (unsubscribed in  the 
nomenclature which follows) exchanges momentum by colliding with any 
number of other species  j, then the momentum exchanged per  unit t ime 
is given by the integral  
(w - w.) f f .  dw d w  
J J  j ' 
j w W; 
(B- 27) 
J 
when the particle-particle interactions obey an inverse-fifth-power cen t ra l  
force law. Here  )j-3j has the same  significance as before, that is ,  
(B- 28) 
while K i s  given by equation (B-15), that is 
In the general case  K is whatever constant of proportionality appears  in  
the expression for the central force, 
There remains to interpret  A This has been worked out by 1" 
Maxwell to b'e 
- A1 = 4r 1 cos  (28'/2) ada s 
a 
(B- 30) 
where a and 8'  (we retain Jean ' s  notation) a r e  geometrical parameters  of the 
orbit - -  in our case  the orbit of the electron or  ion about the polarized 
neutral molecule. In particular, a is related to the rat io of the kinetic 
energy of the interaction (based on the reduced mass)!  and the velocity v 
cO 
of the projectile far away from the target)  to  the potential energy of the 
projectile at a distance away f rom the target  equal to  the collision parameter  
That is,  
(B- 3 1) 
(B- 32) 
Finally, 3' is the usual apsidal angle of the orbit, and as such depends on 
a in a complicated implicit faahion. 
Maxwell calculated A for the repulsive inverse fifth potential for 1 
which the or bits a r e  quite simple. As shown by Figure B. 2, a l l  such 
orbi ts  have a distance of minimum approach, and since al l  values of the 
interaction kinetic energy a r e  legitimate in  this context, the l imits  of Q 
in equation (B-30) a r e  0 and co, He found 
= 4~ cos2 ( 0 ' / 2 )  ada = 2.6595 (B- 33) 
0 
In the case  of the (attractive) polization force, however, we saw that 
those interactions not meeting the requirement [equation (B-20g cannot 
be includeti in  an integral such as A (Hir sehfelder, Curtiss,  and Byrd 1 
show that such orbi ts  a r e  quite complicated and not consistent with the 
definition of A1). Further ,  by discussing equation (B-26) the conclusion 
'was drawn that these excluded orbi ts  do not, under certain circumstances, 
contribute much to the overall momentum lost by the specie in question. 
If the particles executing these orbi ts  a r e  ignored, the l imits  of a for  the 




A1 = 4* 2 \ cos  (CJf/2)ado. = l . O l  ..... (B- 35) 
Returning now to the momentum exchange integral [equation (B-17j] 
we find that 
momenturn lost 4 + 
by the specie i per  = ~~n~ ( v - ~ . ) n  
J j (B-36) unit time and volume 
J 
In the text of this  paper we have used the nomenclature 
Vij = y y  [dimensions : ( m a s  time s)(length) 
' I (B- 37) 
6. Electron-Neutral and Ion-Neutral Momentum Exchange 
W e  concllrde this discussion with a practical illustration of the 
significance of the momentum exchange terrrl. On the basis of the above, 
the momentum equation for the electrons, excluding shear te rms,  i s  
3 
p, ( d q / d t )  = neEe -VnekTe -9 
- b J  e e t n  en f l  a1  en (v,-vn) , ( B -  38) 
where n r e f e r s  to the neutrals; sirniiarly, for the ions' 
The last  t e r m  in  each of these equations is, as shown, equal to the "drag" 
exerted on the motion of each charged specie by the neutrals. For  singly 
* This integral was computed numerically by T. van Harreveld. 
charged ions, K for  the ions and electrons is the same;  therefore, the 






4 Typically the mass  of the neutral  is m n  = 10 m e  , and thus 
so that the ions a r e  dragged considerably m a r e  than electrons and thus 
possess  much lower mobility. 
Now, since  obviously includes a collision cross-sect ion (in this  
instance of the polarization type) one seeks  to  reconcile the momentum 
exchange t e r m  a s  derived he re  [ ~ f .  eqiiation (B-36) ] 'with what one 
could obtain f rom elementary ideas. F o r  even without going through the 
arguments  elaborated here, one coulci write, say, for the electrons 
momentum momentum collision s electrons 
exchanged pe [pe r  unit ] [per unit ] 
unit t ime and one electron t ime volume 
vo l l n  e per collision 
and in the usual nomenclature, 
+ * a (momentum) = m e  (ve - v,) y1 ne ( v) = frequency) 
s o  that i f  
where c i s  the electron thermal  velocity. h i t s  m. f. p. , and Qen 
e e 
the electron-ceutral  elastic c r o s s -  section, then 
Obviously, the right hand side of equations (B-36) and (B-42) should be 
equivalent, so that 7f corresponds to meceQ,, and has been, in fact, 
en 
used in this  sense in the text (Cf, page 7 ) This naive thinking a lso  
gives a relationship c ~ r r e s p o n d i n g  to equation (B-40), found for the 
polarization force: 
2 2 
whenm.c  =: m c 
1 i e e (at thermal equilibrium) which is  a condition 
implied throughout this paper by the "weak field" approximation 
(Appendix A). 
APPENDIX C 
CHARGED PARTICLE TRAJEC TORLES 
FOR THE CASE WHERE THE INDUCED FIELD IS NEGLIGIBLE 
1. Equations of Motion 
Consider a neutral gas flowing through a region of space in 
which there is an externally imposed electr ic  field present. Suppose 
that at  some instant ( t  = 0) a charged particle (of charge e) i s  created at 
a point (x o ,  yo , 2,). What is the subsequent his tory of such a particle? 
If the inert ia  of the particle i s  ignored and if the "mobility" con- 
cept i s  applicable then the t rajectory of the particle is governed by the 
following ordinary differential equations: 
where (u, v, w) a r e  the components of velocity of the neutral gas, V(x, y, z) 
i s  the electric potential, and K is the mobility (the signs have been chosen 
;o that k is positive i f  the charge on the part icle  is positive). 
The velocity components of the neutral gas  may  be found by solving 
the appropriate equations of gas  dynamics and the electr ic  potential is 
found f rom 
with V given on certain boundaries which we shall  cal l  electrodes. 
The case  where the neutral  g a s  i s  incompressible and i r rotat ional  
is  an  especially simple one. In this c a s e  
where @ a lso  sat isf ies  Laplace's equation 
and the gradient of @ i s  specified on cer ta in  su r faces  in  the flow, The 
p res su re  in the neutral  g a s  can be expressed  in t e r m s  of $d since 
where p and U a r e  the p res su re  and velocity of the gas  infinitely fa r  
cO Q) 
upstream. The p r e s s u r e  influences the t ra jec tory  of the charged particle 
through i t s  effect upon mobility. In fact mobili t ies a r e  independent of 
tempera ture  to a g rea t  extent, and thus the p r e s s u r e  (or  density) i s  the 
only hydrodynamic variable affecting the mobility. 
Therefore,  
where K' 2 j d ~ / d ~ )  and p is a given function of @. 
If the influence of p ressure  upon mobility is ignored then 
and the charged particle moves perpendicular to  the surfaces 
@ - K V = constant. 
Methods for determining @ and V a r e  well known and therefore the 
problem is reduced t o  that of finding the o~ thogona l  t ra jec tor ies  of a 
given family of surfaces. 
W e  observe also that i f  we introduce units of length, velocity and 
voltage then the potentials occurring in the last  equation, can be non- 
dimensionalized a s  follows : 
and therefore there i s  only a single non-dimensional dynamical parameter 
involved in the problem: 
( qk ~ ) / 2  1 is a measure  of the velocitjr due to the electr ic  field, U 03 
is a measure  of the velocity of the neutral gas. ) 
If we imagine a continuous distribution of charged particles instead 
of just a single particle, then a velocity field exists  at  each point of space 
and the quantity 
is a velocity potential, f rom which the charged particle velocity field can 
be derived by  differentiation. 
2. Two- Dimensional Problems 
In two dimensions the orthoi;onal t ra jec tor ies  of the equipotential 
curves  
9 = (d - K v = constant 
can be found by a simple and convenient method. Let the curves  
'4 = constant 
be the required orthogonal t rajectories .  The normal  to an equipotential 
curve has airection numbers 
and the orthogonal t rajectory through the point (x, y) has hiirection 
numbers 
Therefore the function ((x, y) must satisfy the conditions 
If 9' i s  chosen so that h = 1 these are the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations, which a r e  the necessary and sufficient conditions that Q arid 'p 
be rea l  and i m a ~ i n a r y  parts,  respectively, of an  analytic function of the 
complex variable z = x + i y. 
W e  can therefore proceed as follows: 
(a) Determine the fluid and electric potentials @ and V. 
(b) Then 0 = @ - K V i s  the velocity potential for charged particles.  
( c )  Find a function of a con~plex  variable f (z )  whose rea l  part  is  
4l (x, Y). 
(d) Then if '9 (x, y) is the imaginary part  of f(z), the curves 
(x, y) = constant 
a r e  the paths followed by charged particles. 
3. Two E x a r n ~ l e s  
(a) Uniform flow through an electric field produced by a pair of 
cylindrical electrodes. \ y 
If we a r e  not iaterested in the flow near the electrodes w e  can  
ignore the effect of the electrodes UpQn the flow of the neutral gas, i a  e., 
we do not consider the electrodes as solid boundaries. Then 
r 
I 
1 @ = U x - K V  ! z t  
cO O ! 2 log kL 
w h e r e ( P / A )  = (k2-1)/(k2t1) and k =  
Q(x, y) i s  the real  part of 
and the charged particles follow the curves (x, y) = constant. where 
K V 
O tan - 1 ' W x ,  Y) = Y - 2 log k 2 1 x  
u 2 
x t y 2 - L  2 ' 
Introduce dimensionless variables 
and let a = ( K V ~ / / J U  h o g  k). Then the orthogonal trajectories a r e  fount3 
cO 
from 
- 1 ?(x, y) = (7 - a tan 2 E = constant 
E ~ + ~ = -  1 
2 Notice that by incorporating the factor 1 n k into the definition of 
a and by using -2 as the unit of length rather than x, we a re  able to 
plot one family of trajectories which can be used for any value of ( ~ / 2 , ,  )), 
that i s  we have eliminated geometrical parameters and can plot the 
charged particle paths a s  functions of a single parameter a which com- 
bines both geometrical and dynamical quantities. In general this i s  not 
possible. Dividing strea-rilines and stagnation points a r e  shown in 
Figure G1.It i s  interesting to note that if a < . 55 then it  i s  not possible 
fo r  charges to c ross  the flow from one electrode to the other, i. e . ,  
the "arc" between the electrodes i s  blown out by the flow of neutral gas. 
It would be a simple matter to take into account the fact that the 
electrodes a r e  solid boundaries; however, in this case  we would not b e  
able to combine geometrical and dynamical parameters into a single 
parameter. 
(b)  Zlow through a gridwork of c yliiidrical electrodes, 
A good approximation to the velocity potential @ for the neutral 
gas is obtained by superimposing an infinite a r r a y  of doublets. Similarly 
the electric potential V i s  found by superposing an  infinite a r r a y  of sources 
and sinks. Therefore, 
I 00 00 f- - log I z - i X ( 4 k t  I)] - r 7 log!z- i ~ ( 4 k t l f l  - K  r L -d L 
x=-a; 
+ arbi t rary  constant 
r 




- K / r  log ctnh 4 )  - i 4 )  - r log ctnh [(7rz/4,A) - i (v/4)] ) 
L w L L I F i d 
(The infinite s e r i e s  a r e  just "partial  fraction expansions" of the functions 
appearing in the las t  equation. ) 
The combined potential is  the rea l  part  of f(e) and the combined 
s t r eam function i s  the imaginary part. The doublet strength)" and 
the source and sink strength r a r e  relatea to the radius of the electrodes 
and the potential difference between them as follows: 
2 v r = -  0 p = ( / 2 ( /  (u;;i) 8 4 log (ni-/48 1 
and the arb i t rary  constant i s  chosen so that the potential on the surface 
of t he  electrode with center at  x = 0, y = P is  (v0/2). 
a rb i t raryconstant  = - u K r  
In this way we obtain 
2 sin (~~y/dc.) 
8 Y) 03 y t  (l/') (R/h) Uw ' cash (nx/;) + cos (ny/A) 
K V 
0 ( tan -1  c o s ( n y / 2 i )  - r )  
' 2 log ( n r / 4 ~ )  sinh (ax/2i\) 
In t e r m s  of non-biirnenaioaal q u a ~ ~ t i t i c s  




a = 2 U Flog (4J / a r )  
cO 
Streamlines a r e  plotted i n  F igures  C- 2, 3, and 4 for  a = . 25, . 5, and 
1 .0  with ( r / h  ) = . 5. 
It should be pointed out that the solution we have presented i s  
only valid for  sma l l  values of ( r /h  ). If la rge  values of (r /h)  a r e  used in  
our  formulas  then the c i rcu lar  e lectrodes will not be s t reamlines,  even 
approximately. Also the voltage on the surface of the electrodes will not 
be constant. However, even for (r/> ) = . 5 the approximation i s  seen to  
be ra ther  good, in  the sense that the position of the e lec t rodes ,  calculated 
f r o m  the s t r eam function for  the neutral  gas,  a lmost  gives circles .  
If we fasten our attention on that par t  of the flow included between 
y = - 5 and y = + h then we have the solution to  the problem of flow in 
a duct with semic i rcu lar  electrodes.  
4. Distribution of Charged Par t ic les  
If we imagine that charged part icles  a r e  distributed throughout 
the flow field then we  may wish to know the density n of charged particles 
at each point of the flow. If there i s  no production of charged particles 
in the flow then 
where (U,  V, W )  i s  the velocity vector of the charged particle fluid at  the 
point (x, y, 2). 
where (u, v, w) is the velocity vector of the neutral fluid. 
Combining these four equations gives 
If the right-hand side of this equation w e r e  z e r o  then the equation 
would simply be equivalent to the statement that the number density i s  
constant along the streamlines of the charged particles. This would be  
the case  if 
(a)  The neutral gas i s  incompressible, so  that 
(au/ax) t (av/ay) t ( a ~ / a ~ )  = o . 
(b) The effect of p ressure  upon mobility is negligible. 
(c) The klectric potential i s  determined only by externally applied 
voltages and is not at  a l l  influenced by the distributed charges 
in  the flow. Under such circumstarlces 
(a2v/ax2) t (a2v/ay2) + (a2v/az2) = o 
W e  have already seen that i f  all  three  of these conditions a r e  
satisfied, theere exists a velocity potential @ for the velocity field of 
the charged particles, i. e. ,  
In t h i s  case, the streanilines a r e  just the orthogonal t rajectories  
of the family of surfaces 
and n is constant along a streamline, although n can assume different 
values along different str earnline s. 
In general, this simple situation does not occur, and the cal- 
culation of n is complicated by the fact that the s treamlines of the charged 
particles cannot be calculated independently of the charge density, since 
The two equations 
have t o  be solved simultaneously, with u, v, w, K given as prescribed 
functions of x, y, z (K depends upon x, y, z through i t s  dependence on 
the pressure  p of the neutral gas). It might be possible to solve these 
equations by means  of an iteration procedure, in  which one makes an  
initial guess for n(x, y, z), then computes the corresponding V(x, y, z) 
f rom Poisson's equation. This potential distribution can then be used t o  
construct a new est imate of n(x,  y, z), etc. 
Numerical calculations for the figures in this appendix were  performed 
by Mrs .  Truus van Harreveld. 
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APPENDIX D 
T'RANSlENT MOTION OF SPACE- CHARGE 
IN A PULSE-IRRADIATED GAP 
The chemical ly  f rozen motion of charged par t ic les  in  a cold,  
neutra l  g a s ,  f o r m s  the substance of the so-cal led space -cha rge  p r o b -  
l e m  in gaseous e lectronics .  One cus tomary  approach to the solution 
of this problem i s  to  a s s u m e  near -neu t ra l i ty  of the mix ture  and thus 
to  l inear ize  the per turbat ion induced in  the applied e lec t r ic  field 
s t rength.  Var ian ts  of the non-linear p rob lem have a l s o  been solved 
with the aid of computers ,  but often in  ways de t r imenta l  to  the under-  
standing of the problem and to  the general i ty  of the resu l t s .  
The presen t  paper  p resen ts  an  exact  solution t o  the transient 
problem of charged par t ic les  moving between two plane paral le l  
e l ec t rodes ,  in  a manner  completely dominated by the local  electric- 
f ield s t rength ,  and including an  a rb i t r a r i l y  l a r g e  effect  of the  induceti 
component of the  field. In o r d e r  to i l luminate  the  effect of the induced 
f ie ld ,  pure  diffusion and chemical  reac t ions ,  such a s  ionization,  a r e  
not included in the analysis .  Since t h e s e  effects a r e  i n  many cases  
negligible,  however ,  i t  i s  expected that  d i r ec t  compar i son  of the  presen t  
r e su l t s  with exper iments  should often be  possible.  
T o  f i x  i deas ,  we will consider  tha t  the g a s  between two plane 
para l le l  e lec t rodes  i s  i r r ad i a t ed  a t  s o m e  instant  s o  that  a ce r ta in  given 
number  of ion-e lec t ron  pairs a r e  c rea ted ;  immedia te ly  a f te rwards  the 
par t ic les  begin drifting to their  respect ive  e lec t rodes  under the  ac t ion  
of an  i m p r e s s e d  potential difference a c r o s s  the gap. It i s  not unreason-  
abie  to expect that the e lec t rons ,  being ex t r eme ly  mobi le ,  will be 
depicted long before  the ions have t r a n s v e r s e d  any appreciable  distance 
in  the gap. Consequently, we will seek  exact  solution to  two dist inct  
problems:  (a) the motion of the e lec t rons  i n  a  s ta t ionary  ion dis t r ibut ion,  
and (b) the subiequent  motion of the ions i n  the gap a l ready  depleted of 
e lect rons .  
Choice of an Analytical Model 
The two conduction p roces se s  enunciated a r e  taking place under 
conditions such a s  shown in  F igu re  1. The i n t e r - e l ec t rode  distance d  
i s  s o  sma l l  compared to  the t r a n s v e r s e  dimension of the e lec t rodes ,  
that the  par t i c le  motion i s  chiefly along x , the coordinate normal  to the 
e lectrode sur face .  An external  source  maintains  a  potential difference 
Vo a c r o s s  the e lec t rodes  such that 
,X = d  
where  E i s  the local  e l ec t r i c  field. F u r t h e r ,  the i r rad ia t ion  process  
* - 
- 3 f i l l s  the  gap with uniformly distr ibuted charges  Y\ and k 7  c m  S O  
that  
In the absence of react ions  which affect the number  density of each 
spec ie ,  the  continuity equations fo r  the spec ies  a r e  
t, 
where  L/ i s  the? velocity of the specie ;  a posit ive velocity indicates 
motion of the par t i c le  i n  question towards  the cathode,  a s  seen  in  
F igu re  1.  , * 
The  equation of motion of the particlea of each specie obey 
+, 
where K a r e  *positive s c a l a r s  equal to  the mobili ty of the  spec ies .  
1 This express ion  m u s t  be  used  because  of convenience,  and with 
due r ega rd  t o  the res t r ic t ions  which bound i t s  range  of validity. In  
addition to neglecting the iner t i a  of the pa r t i c l e s ,  Eq. ( 4 )  actually 
s t a t e s  that  the  local  e l ec t r i c  f ie lds  a r e  at  a l l  t imes  s m a l l  enough so  
? 
that t ' e  K a r e  not themse lves  functions of the field s t rength.  It 
f u r the rmore  s t a t e s  that  E i s  s t rong enough s o  that the charged-par t ic le  
motion is controlled by the field r a the r  than pure  diffusion of the 
spec ies .  These two bounds on the  f ie ld  s t rength  can  general ly  be  
checked a pos t e r io r i ,  once the solution yields the  field s t rength  a t  each 
point in  the gap. . 
The Po i s son  equation 
? - 
where  q z 2 = J  completes  ( together  with ( 3 )  and ( 4 ) )  the  s y s t e m  of f ive  
4 4- 
equations needed to  solve fo r  0; v L a n d  E . 
1. Loeb, L . ,  Bas ic  P r o c e s s e s  of Gaseous E lec t ron i c s ,  Univers i ty  
of Cal i fornia  P r e s s ,  Berke ley ,  1955. 
2 .  Demet r i ades ,  A. , Elec t r i c -F i e ld  Heating Threshold  fo r  Charged 
P a r t i c l e s ,  Phys ice  of F lu ids ,  5, No. 8, p 1134, Sept. 1962. 
-
Solution for  the Elec t ron  Motion 
A s  indicated above the e lectrons  should, by vir tue  of the i r  
supe r io r  mobili ty;  be able t o  move a c r o s s  the gap under  the action 
V, 
of the applied field E D z  and within an  in te rva l  during which the 
ions can  be  considered immobile.  The e lectron-motion model will 
the r  efore  involvk the legitima t e  approximation 
- 
w h e r e a s  k 5 1: i s  a finite constant encompassing pert inent p a r a m e t e r s  
such a s  the density of the cold gas ,  i t s  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  e tc .  It i s  to  be 
expected that  the polarization of the gap  resul t ing f r o m  the e lectron 
motion may on occasion overcome the applied field s t rength ,  a s  will b e  
s een  below. 
The five equations ( 3 )  - (5 )  a r e  reduced to  t h r e e  by means  of (6). 
It will  now be  advantageous to non-dimensionalize the var ious  quantities 
by using the known field s t rength Eo, gap separa t ion  d , and the e lec t ron  
- 
mobili ty I.( as follows: 
In these expressions the 1. h ,  s .  symbols a r e  always dimensional physics1 
quanti t ies,  whereas  those on the r. h. s .  a r e  dimensionless ,  The equatioris 
descr ibing the e lec t ron  motion {or t > o  assume the non-dimensional f o r m :  
and the boundary conditions become: 
The sole pa rame te r  of the problem i s  5 , which i s  a m e a s u r e  of an 
induced to  the applied e lec t r ic  field a s  indicated by ( 7 ) .  F o r  5 = b the 
problem becomes the trivial one of the wave -l ike advance of the ini t ia l  
e lec t ron  distribution towards the anode. This  s imple  consideration,  e l -  
tended to the c a s e  where the induced field i s  appreciable  compared to t h e  
applied field ( s # L)) i s ,  i n  fac t ,  the key to  the en t i re  solution; for  it i s  
obvious that  s ince no diffusive mechansim appears  in  (4), a discontinuity 
. . 
in the e lectron distribution should exis t  in  the gap  once the i r  motion b e g i n s .  
':'These discontinuit ies a r e  the fami l ia r  "charac te r i s t ics"  exhibited by 
hyperbolic problems such as the one at hand. 
In pa r t i cu l a r ,  wk expect that  th is  discontinuity o r  "f ront"  conslstlnq ol 
an e lectron " rearguard"  and located at  s o m e  x = '' such that 1 ,  ( *; 1 b 
sepa ra t e s  the i a p  into two regions:  e lec t rons  exis t  in  ol( 6 < i blit not 
in  < x 1 .  IA th is  l a t t e r  regions the depleted e l ec t rons  have l e f t  
(> + 
exposed a un i form and s ta t ionary ion dis t r ibut ion n = no ( c f .  e. g .  , ( 6 ) ) ,  
and hence the solution i s  h e r e  known, within s o m e  constant fac tors .  
Matching this solution with that obtained i n  the  region 0 < X < $ f r o m  ( 8 )  
and (9)  will complete the problem. 
T o  solve the  s y s t e m  (8 ) ,  (9). i n  O < Y < %  we combine the two 
equations into 
This equation i s  suscept ible  to  the solution by  the  so-cal led Monge 
method which i s  found b be of the f o r m  
To. s a t i s fy  ( b), however ,  c 3 and consequently 
3 .  Mil le r ,  F. H. , Partial Differential  Equat ions ,  John  Wiley & Sons, 
New York,  1941. 
That i s ,  the f ie ld  s t rength i s  constant between the anode and the f ron t ,  
but i t s  level va r i e s  with t ime. The e lec t ron  density i n  the s a m e  region 
i s  immediately  obtained f r o m  (8): 
s o  that the e lectrons move bodily (but with a t ime-  dependent velocity) 
into the anode. 
The solution fo r  E in  the region 0 < % 4 5 cannot be completed t i l l  
T (t) is iound (cf. ( 13)).  This wi 11 now be accomplished b y  f i r s t  conside r -  
ing the solution in $(+)<x< I and the motion of the f ront  . 
d 
In the region $ ( x C  I , Y1 z 0 and f r o m  (8) we obtain immediately 
Now,  by the condition ( I I ) ,  
a u t  between 0 and 2 , E i s  given by ( 1  3 ) ,  whereas  between $ and i 
h 
i t  i s  given by (15).  Making these substi tutions w e  obtain 
t i o w e v e r ,  the  f r o n t  ve loci ty  1 'A t t o w a r d s  the  anode  is idenrica:  
with the  p a r t i c l e  ve loci ty  a t  $ ; and in o u r  non-d imens iona l  notat ion 
th i s  m e a n s  
whence  w e  get  the  equation of the  f ron t  mot ion  
with the  r e s u l t  
and  the solu t ion  i s  comple te .  To r e c a p i t u l a t e ,  a "f ront"  located acco:-u- 
i ng  to (20 )  a p p e a r s  a f t e r  t - 0 .  At any  t i m e  t l a t e r  the  f i e ld  s t r i n g t i ,  i n  
;he r eg ion  O < X  C $ is g iven by ( 1  7 ) ,  with a s  given by ( 2 0 ) ;  bo th  k 
e l e c t r o n s  and ions  r e t a i n  t h e i r  o r ig ina l  u n i f o r m  n u m b e r  dens i ty  in t n i s  
region.  In the r e m a i n d e r  of the  gap ,  2 < x( , the f ield is  g iven  b y  
( 1  5 ) ,  with ~ l f )  f f r o m  (20) .  In  th i s  r eg ion  t h e r e  a r e  n o  % Irom ( 17) and 
e l e c t r o n s  ( n =o)  w h e r e a s  the  ions  retain t h e i r  o r i g i n a l  d i s t r ibu t ion .  
Figure  2 shows a t ime sequence in the motion of the front and tne 
variation of the e lec t r ic  f ield in the gap. We can define a n o n - d i m e ~ s i o n a l  
"deplction" t ime  ta as the t ime  required f o r  the gap to  become depletcd 
of e lec t rons ,  i. e. , fo r  to  become zero:  
"s- 
Note tnat 
which, on the bas i s  of our  non-dimensionalization (cf.  Eqs .  ( 7 ) )  means  
that the e lectrons will evacuate the gap in a t ime  ' / k - ~  as  expected. 0 
when the re  i s  no space-charge effect .  
The case  pictured in F igu re  2 i s  labeled "intermediate" because 
5 (2 he re ;  a t  .'j =z '2 the front needs infinite t ime  to  a r r i v e  at the 
anode, according to  ( 2 1 ) .  To appreciate  the signii icance of this l a t t e r  
si tuation,  consider  the ca se  pictured in  F igu re  3 ,  where 5 )  2 . H e r e  
the field s t rength in o <  x < $ dec reases  s o  fas t  that i t  becomes z e r o  be -  
fore  the f ront  a r r i v e s  a t  the anode. The f ron t  therefore  comes to  a complctcl 
s top a t  a distance f f r o m  the anode (cf .  F igure  3 ( c ) )  such that 
where  i t  remains  f r o m  then on. Obviously, fo r  v e r y  high init ial  charge 
dens i t ies ,  53Cg and the e lec t rons  can only move a minute distance to- 
waras  the anode be fo re  they come to a stop. 
T h e  value ,i=2 thus m a r k s  a threshold above which the spacc-  
charge effects a r e  t ruly  l f s t rong t t ;  f o r  any given applied field E. and 
c1 
in te r -e lec t rode  dis tance d, the init ial  e lec t ron  densi ty  \lo which will 
give r i s e  to this si tuation can be computed d i rec t ly  f r o m  (7 ) .  C l ea r ly ,  
to complete the study of e lect ron motion,  one should examine the events 
subsequent t o  the  e lectrons  coming to  a s top ,  a problem which involves 
the simultaneous motion of both e lectrons  and ions.  The usefulness of 
the chosen model ,  wherein  the e lec t rons  move i n  a s ta t ionary  d i s t r i -  
bution of ions i s  t he re fo re  r e s t r i c t ed  to  5 < 2 . The ca se  5 > 2 
will not be  examined. 
Solution of the Ion Motion 
In the previous section we found exact solutions f o r  the e lectron 
motion,  although those solutions with S > 2 cannot be used to 
descr ibe  all  events before the e lec t rons  a r e  depleted and the ions begin 
moving. In the presen t  sect ion we will solve a s  a seque l ,  the problem oi 
tne ions themse lves  moving once a l l  the e lec t rons  have been depleted.  
The formulation of th is  problem i s  pract ical ly  identical  to that of the  
previous section.  Now, however ,  
- 
n o  
+ k' r k  
where  \'lo i s  the init ial  ion distr ibution.  The per t inent  equations a r e ,  
again i n  non- dimensional f o r m  (cf .  (7) ) ,  
and the boundary conditions, 
again. Kote that the positive sign in  (24 )  accounts for  the fact that  the loris 
move towards the cathode and hence have a positive velocity. Also note 
tnat whereas  the init ial  field s t rength was constant in the previous prob lem,  
thc field i s  now initially a l inear  function of )( , a s  seen  f rom ( 2 3 )  a n d  ( 2 5 ) .  
The solution i s  again s t ra ightforward once the existence of a front 1s 
recognized. The "rearguard" of the ions advancing towards the catnocie is 
located a t  s o  that  the region O <  % ( i s  obviously devoid of a l l  
charged par t ic les :  
a n d  therefore  
follows f rom ( 2 3 ) .  I n t h e  region f < x (  1 we have to  solve ( 2 3 )  and 
( 2 4 )  simultaneously.  When combined these  give 
Again applying Monge's method and condition (25)  w e  obtain 
which. at x = ]  must e q u a l ( 2 8 ) ,  that  i s :  
Since f and Q a r e  unknown we need a second equation relat ing t;?ern; 
th is  i s  supplied by the condition (26) .  It c an  be easily shown that  th is  
c ondition i s  co r r ec t l y  wr i t t en  
Let us  f i r s t  consider ( 3 2 ) .  Integration gives ,  together with ( 3  l ) ,  
.7 
2nd tj follows a t  once f r o m  (31).  As in the previous c a s e  of the 
e lectron motion, the problem reduces  to finding the f ront  position as a 
iunction of the t ime. The differential equation of the  f ront  motion is 
again obtained by realizing that the front and ion velocit ies are  identical 
at the  location of the front:  
wnence  
T h i s  re la t ion has  the f o r m  of Ricat t i ' s  equation and can fur ther  be reduced 
to Bes  s e l ' s  equat ion  b y  an appropria te  t ransformation.  The result::< is 
>:c T h i s  solution h a s  a l so  been obtained by J. A. Morr ison and D. 
Edelson ( Journa l  of Applied Phys ics ,  Volume 33,  page 1714- 1 7 2 0 ,  
May 1962). 
- C 
and Lo etc .  , a r e  the modified B e s s e l  functions;  t he  constant  6 i s  
The e l e c t r i c  f ie ld  s t reng th  P(4) in  the  region 0 ( x  ( 2 i s  obta inaoic  
i r o m  ( 3 i ) ,  ( 34 ) ,  and (36 ) ;  the  charge  dens i ty  t h e r e  i s  z e r o  (cf .  Eq. ( 2 7 ) ) .  
i n  the range  3 ( x  I the  solution is  obtained d i r ec t l y  f r o m  (30) witn the 
ald oi  (34)  and (36).  The charge  densi ty  n i n  the s a m e  region is given 
by ( 2 3 )  and (30) and i s  
Tne  sequence  of even t s  i s  shown on F i g u r e  4. H e r e  the  f ron t  appears  ;it 
the anode and moves  towards  the cathode ( s i nce  we a r e  cons~cicr lng io1;s) 
a t  a r a t e  given by (36) .  At z 0  the f ie ld  h a s  a constant  gradient  while 
a t  the end i t  i s  constant  a t  the value E 0 - 
F i g u r e  4 d e s c r i b e s  the events f o r  5 ( 2  , tha t  i s ,  when the initial 
ion densi ty  h a s  a sma l l - t o - i n t e rmed ia t e  value.  Since 5 is numer i ca l l y  
equal  t o  the f ie ld  g rad ien t  a t  $ = 0 , the  above s t a t emen t  shows that  in i t ia l iy  
the f i e ld  (and  hence  a l s o  the ion velocity)  a t  the anode is posi t ive ,  a s  shown 
in F igu re  4(a ) ;  there fore  the ions t he re  move towards  the cathode 
right f r o m  the s t a r t .  When, however,  5 > 2  then the init ial  field at 
the anode is negative,  and ions actually move towards  the anode. 
Simply s ta ted,  when the init ial  ion density i s  v e r y  l a r g e ,  the par t i c les  
t r ave l  outward towards  both e lectrodes  due to  se l f -  repulsion irrespective 
of the external ly- imposed polarity. 
When 5 > 2 , the solution obtained i n  Eqs .  (34) .  etc.  , f a r  f r o m  
being invalid, compr i se s  the second of hrvo dist inctly different but 
continuous phases  of the ion conduct ion p roces s .  The f i r s t  phase 
cons i s t s  of a gradual  l o s s  of the  ions (both to  the anocie and the cathode) 
t i l l  tne slope of the f ie ld  again beconles 2 ,  a t  which t ime  the  solution a s  
descr ibed by Equations ( 2 8 ) .  ( 30), (34), ( 3 6 ) ,  etc.  , takes  over .  
To  solve f o r  th is  init ial  phase of the c a s e  5 > 2 , we u s e  




This  phase of the ion motion i s  charac te r ized  by a n  absence of a f ron t ,  
i t  i s  eas i ly  see'n that  the f ront  will appear  within a t ime 
a t  wnich t ime  the s lope of the field i s  2. The re fo re ,  the remainder  o i  
the solution fo; l a t e r  t imes  i s  now obtained by (28) through (38)  with 
$,=I. 
These  events a r e  i l lus t ra ted in F igu re  5 ,  with the f ront  appe' ;=, 
i n  F igu re  S(b). It  should a l so  be noted that  i n  this c a s e  of ion motion,  
t ime  i s  non-dimensionalized with the ion r a t h e r  than the e lectron 
mobility (cf. ( 7 ) ) .  
Summary  and Conclusions 
This  paper  has  presented exact solutions to  two dist inct  space-  
charge prob lems .  
In  the f i r s t ,  a  spec ie  of negatively charged pa r t i c l e s  of initially 
uniform number density no  between two e lec t rodes  advances against  a 
s ta t ionary  background of positive par t i c les  of uniform densi ty  no . 
A "front"  appears  moving according to (20)  and across which  the ncg;ti~.i- 
par t i c le  density jumps f r o m  z e r o  ( for  ? <  x <  I ) t o  i t s  init ial  vaiira 
( fo r  0 < w ; $ ) The field s t rength i s  given by ( 1  5) i n  the f o r m e r  
region,  and by ( 1 7 )  in  the la t t e r .  When the non-dimensional pa rame te r  
5 , which compares  the init ial  induced to  the external ly  applied f ie id ,  i s  
s m a l l e r  than 2 ,  the so lution i s  useful  to the point where  all  moving pa r t i c l e s  
a r e  depleted f r o m  the gap. When 5 ) 2 s o m e  of the  negative par t ic ies  
a r e  "trapped" i n  the gap and come to  a s top  when the  induced field just 
balances  tne applied field. No solution is available f o r  l a t e r  t i m e s  in this 
case .  
In the second p rob l em,  posit ive ions a r e  the only charged s p e c l c  
contained in th.e gap;  the p rob lem,  of c o u r s e ,  is genera l i zeab le  t o  
any s ing le - s ign  spec ie .  Exac t  solutions a r e  found fo r  the conciuctior. 
p r o c e s s ,  which i s  shown to  occu r  in  one o r  two phase s  cor responding  
: o 5 < 2 and 5 > 2 . In the l a t t e r  c a s e  the  solution fo r  
I 
the f ield s t r eng th  i s  given by (40) f o r  o < t < - - and by 
s 
equations ( 2 8 ) ,  ( 3 0 ) ,  (34), and (36)  with = 2 fo r  l a t e r  t i m e s .  
F o r  5 < 2 the solution is again  obtained f r o m  the l a t t e r  four 
equations f o r  wha tever  5 cha rac t e r i z e s  the p rob lem.  
i t  i s  sugges ted  that  th is  ini t ial ly negative and subsequent ly  posit ive 
conduction p r o c e s s  r e s e m b l e s  the e l ec t ron  and ion motion in  a suddeniy- 
i r r a d i a t e d  a i r  gap between two plane pa r a l l e l  e l e c t r o d e s ,  
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FIGURE 1 
Schematic diagram for the conduction model. Note 
the independence of anode and cathode currents. 
Q ~ a l i t a t i v e  t ime sequence of the variation oi tile fieid 
(top) and electron density (beiow) for  "intermediate" 
spact? charge ( 0 < & <2 ). Sitetch (a) corresponds 
t o  t  = o; in (d) the electrons a r e  depleted and the resul t -  
ing field gradient is due to the ions. 
FIGURZ 3 
Qualitative var ia t ion of the f ie ld  and e lec t ron  density f o r  "s t rong"  
- space charge ( ,& ) 2 ). No fu r the r  motion i s  possible once 
the si tuation pictured at (c) is reached. 
Qualitative t ime sequence of the var ia t ion of the field 
( t op )  and ion density (below) for  intermediate space 
charge ( 0 < 6 <2). Sketch (a) shows the situation at 
t = 0. 
F I G U R E  5 
Qaaiitative variation of the field and ion density for 
strong space charge ( ,a- > 2 ) Beginning with (b) 




ONE DIMENSIONAL TRANSIENT MOTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES 
1. Equations of Motion and a Method of Solution 
Jmagine a pair of planar electrodes separated by a gap of width 
d (as in FiguGe E-1). Assume that the gap  contains a mixture of three 
components : 
(a)  a neutral gas 
(b)  positively charged particles (ions) 
( c )  negatively charged particles (electrons o r  atoms with an attached 
electron). 
Furthermore,  we shall assume that the neutral gas  is stationary, and 
that the charged particles move through the neutral gas according t o  a 
simple mobility law, i. e . ,  the velocity of a charged particle is proportional 
to the local electr ic  field intensity at  tne location of the particle, and the 
constant coefficient of proportionality is  called the mobility of the particle. 
Recombination and ionization processes will be ignored; th.cls charged 
particles a r e  not being created o r  destroyed except a t  the electrodes. A 
constant electr ic  potential difference O V is assumed to exist ac ross  the 
gap. 
Since diffusion and inertia of the charged particles a r e  ignored, 
the non-dilnensional equations of motion can be written 
(an/at) + (a/ax) (nE) = 0 (conservation of negative particles) (E- 1) 
( a ~ / a t )  + (a/ax) (NaE) = 0 (conservation of positive particles) (E-2) 
( a ~ / a x )  = s(n - N) (Poisson's equation) (E- 3) 
where the non- dimensional variables have the following meanings: 
n = negative particle number density, in  units of some basic 
number density n 
0 
N = positive particle number density, same units a s  n 
E = voltage gradient in  units of ( ~ ~ / c i )  
x = length in units of d 
2 - 
t = t ime in  units of (d / k A V  ), where k is the mobility of the 
negative particles. 
2 Note that (d / k flV ) is the t rans i t  t ime of the negative particles 
when the induced field can be ignored ( s  = 0). Only two parameters  
appear in the equations of motion; these a r e  
ositive particle mobility 
a =  
negative particle mobility 
where a is negative since the mobilities of positive and negative particles 
a r e  of opposite sign, and where 
e = electronic charge 
(2 = dielectric constant of the  neutral f a s  filling the space between 
the electrodes 
The parameter  s measures  the importance of the electric field 
produced by the charged particles against the field produced by the 
potential difference a c r o s s  the electrodes. 
The initial values of n and N a r e  specified and since the potential 




at  every instant. 
It often occurs  in connection with systems of conservation laws, 
that the solutions contain scrfaces of discontinuity a c r o s s  which the 
velocity of part icles  i s  discontinuous (shock waves). Such solutions 
cannot exist in the systern of equations considered here,  since the equation 
for E shows that E must  be continuous, even when the number densities 
n anci N a r e  discontinuous. However, the solutions can (and do) contain 
surfaces a c r o s s  which n o r  N a r e  disco-r,tinuous. (In gas dynamics, a 
surface a c r o s s  which density is discontinuous and velocity i s  continuous 
is called a contact surface. ) 
One of the most  effective methods available for solving these 
equations of motion i s  the method of character is t ics .  The paths of the 
negatively charged part icles  can be found by solving 
(dx/dt) = E (E-4) 
and the equation of continuity for these particles tells us that along these 
paths 
We will so~rnetimee refer  to the paths of the charged particles a s  a 
family of chal'acteristic curves. Such a family of characteristics is shown 
in Figure ZE. Similarly there i s  a family of characteristic curves for 
the positively charged particles: 
and along these directions the conservation law for N gives the equation 
Figure E-3 illustrates a general scheme which can be used to 
integrate the equations of motion. At t = O we know n(x, 0) and N(x, 0); 
therefore, E(x, 0) can be calculated. Knowing these quantities, the 
characteristic curves for n and N can be constructed in the neighborhood 
of t = 0 and n, N obtained along the characteristic by integrating equations 
(E-5) and ( E - 7 ) .  Once n and N aze obtained at t = At , the electric 
field E can be found from Poissoa's equation and the process can be 
repeated. 
The idea of integrating along characteristic curves can also yield 
analytical solutions of the equations of motion. 
2 .  The case where only one type of charged particle i s  present, 
distributed uniformly at t = 8. 
Suppose that only electrons a r e  present in  the gap. Then the 
equations of motion a r e  
(an/&) + (a/8x) (nE) = 0 n(x, 0) given 
1 
The f i r s t  equation can be written i n  character ict ic  form. 
Along (dx/dt) = E , (dn/dt) = - s n 2 
with x = x n = 1 at  t = 0 (See H'igure E-3. ) 
0 * 
The character  istic equation for n can be integrated immediately: 
and this equation for  n(x, t )  holds throughout the region covered by the 
character is t ic  carves  streaming from the initial curve t = 0. Outside this 
region we have to  set n = 0, since we assume part icles  a r e  not being 
emitted a t  the cathode. The situation can  be seen clearly in Figare  1%-4. 
Since the number density n(x, t )  is known at  each point of the gap 
for  every instant, we can determine the field intensity E(x, t)  by 
integrating n(x, t )  with respect  to x (Poisson's  equation): 
< < (d$/dt) i f  0 = x = 5 (t)  
E(x, t) =L 
i < < [s/(lt st)] (x-$) + (d ^ /dt) if +( t )  = x = 1 
where x = S ( t )  i s  the equation s f  the character is t ic  curve emanating 
f rom the origin of the (x, t ) -  planc. (Thus ,  (d?/dt) = E ( $ ,  t)  , a 
conditioil obviously met  by equation (E-9). 
If the function $ (t)  were known, the solution of the problem would 
be complete. This function can be found f rom the condition that the 
voltage drop a c r o s s  the gap is prescribed (even i f  this voltage were a 
prescribed function of t ime instead of a constant, 9 ( t )  could stil l  be 
found. ) Here we encounter two possibilities: 
(a) The initial number density i s  so  la rge  that the induced field 
overpowers the externally applied iield and the character is t ic  streaming 
f rom the origin of the (x, t )  plane is forced into the cathode by forces  of 
repulsion. In this case  the entire  width of the gap is covered by 
character is t ics  streaming f rom t = 0 and i t  is easy to show that 
n(x, t )  = cl/(l+st)] and E(x, t)  = :s/(l+st);(x-*)+ 1 (E-10) 
everywhere in the gap. Thus, the number density will become smaller  
and smaller  a s  t ime passes,  but remains uniform. At some instant the 
forces due to the applied field will, overpower the fo rces  of repulsion 
due to the charged part icles  remaining in the gap. 
(b)  When this happens, the character is t ic  streaming from the 
origin of the (x, t )  plane begins moving a c r o s s  the gap towards the anode 
and we must  have 
5 (t) 1 
: (d;/dt) dx + ([s/(l tst);  (x- 5 ) + ( d ~ / d t )   dx = 1 i 1 ,- j 
0 % ( t )  
since the voltage d rop  is prescribed. The integrations a r e  easily performed. 
and an ordinary differential equation for $ (t) is obtained: 
( d ~ / d t )  = 1 - (s/2) ( 1 - 3 )  2 I f s t  , with $ (0)  - 0 , ( E -  11) 
Notice from this last  equation that i f  s > 2, (dg/dt) i s  initially 
negative. Thus s = 2 is the cr i ter ion for cietermining when the forces  
of repulsion overcome the applied field. In Reference 1, Demetriades 
gives a solution of equation (E- 11) in t e r m s  of modified Bessel functions. 
The t ra jec tor ies  of the charged particles in the (x, t ) -  plane can 
be found from 
or, equivalently: 
3, The gap eoataining stationary positive ions and moving electrons. 
If the particles of positive s ign  a r e  massive compared to  the 
negative charges in  the gap (which is the case  for electrons and ionized 
atoms, for example) then the mobility of the positive charges will be 
small  compared to that of the negative charges. It is therefore interesting 
to  study the case  where a = 0. Assume that the positive ion density 
throughout the gap is 
N(x, t) = 1 
Then the equations of motion of the negative charges a r e  
In characteristic form the f i rs t  equation i s  
(dn/dt) = s n (1 - n) along (dx/dt) = E . 
Therefore, along the characteristic streaming from the point (x 0) of 
ob 
the (x, t)- plane we find 
Let us again assume that the particles a r e  distribut ed uniformly. Then 





0 (E- 12) 
1 + (est - 1) no 
Notice that i f  the initial electron number density is equal to the initial ion 
number density then no = 1 and n(xo t )  = 1. 
In any case, the electric field can be found by integrating with 
respect to x: 
= I  (E- 13) - s (X - s ) t (d$/dt) if < < r(t) = x = 1 
where x = S (t) i s  once again the equation of the characteristic s t reaning 
from the origin of the (x, t )  plane (See Figure E-5. ). 
To complete the solution it  is  necessary  to  find the function C(t), 
and we again take recourse  to the fact that the voltage drop ac ross  the 
gap i s  prescribed. As before, there a r e  two possibilities: 
(a )  There a r e  so many electrons in the gap initially that electrons 
a r e  forced out of the gap through both electrodes because of repulsive 
forces.  In this c a s e  the solution is 
In  this  case, a s  t --+ CCI the electron number density approaches unity. 
It will be shown however that when the electron density n becomes equal 
0 
to o r  grea ter  than 1 + (2/s), something e lse  happens. 
(b)  If the nurnber of electrons in the gap is sufficiently s n ~ a l l ,  a l l  
the electrons, and in particular the electron starting at the origin of the 
(x t)- plane, begin moving ac ross  the gap toward the anode. In this case  0 
fit) 1 ( E(x, t )  dx + ' E(x. t )  dx = 1 
0 S(t) 
or 
The function $ ( t )  can be found f rom th is  ordinary differential 
equation and the solution is completed by substituting for $ (t)  i n  equations 
(E-13), Notice that i f  no > 1 + (2/s) , (ds/dt) is  initially negative, which 
proves an asser t ion  made previously. 
In the case  where the number density of electrons i s  initially 
equal to the number density of ions, the solution of the equation for > ( t )  
is especially simple. Thus, in  equation (E-14) set  no = 1. Then 
Now as t---s,co, S ---P 458; , and therefore if s Z 2 the gap will 
never c lear  itself of electrons and the contact surface a c r o s s  which the 
electron nurnber density jumps will ultimately come t o  r e s t  at the p i n t  
x = 7 / ( 2 / s )  , 
4. Solutions of the General Problern Obtained by Numerical Integration. 
The analytical solutions that have been obtained a r e  made possible 
by two assumptions: 
(a)  Spatially uniform initial distribution of charges 
(b) The motion of only one type of charged particle has t o  be determined. 
Even when these conditions a r e  not met  i t  i s  sti l l  convenient to  
use the method of character is t ics  to find numerical solutions. The basis  
of such solutions are the equations (E-31, (E-41, (E-5), (E-61, (E-7)- 
This technique of solution has been programmed for the 7090 computer 
and some of the resul t s  obtained in this way will be presented here. 
(a )  The case  where only one type of particle i s  present and where 
the number density is initially uniform. Analytical solutions for this 
e a s e  have already been presented and discussed. Figure E-6 i l lustrates  
the difference between the behavior of the charged particles when s < 2 
and s > 2 . The lower curve of Figure E-6 shows the position of the 
discontinuity in number density a s  a function of t ime for s = 1. The 
upper curve in the figure is for  s = 3. The discontinuity does not leave 
the cathode until the number density i s  reduced to  the point where sn = 2. 
F igures  E-7 and E-8 show number density distributions and field 
intensity distributions at  several  instants of t ime fo r  s = 3. Electrode 
currents  a s  a function of t ime a r e  shown in Figure 33-9. 
(b) The case  where the gap contains monatomic hydrogen ions 
and electrons (a = -. 023). The non-dimensional number densities of 
ions and electrons were assumed to be equal. F igures  E-10 and E-11 show 
the effect of changing s f rom 1 to 3. lunalytical solutions were discusseci 
for  the case  where a = 0 .0  and i t  is seen f rom Figures  E-10 and E-11 that 
this  simple theory gives a good picture of what happens when a is small  
and both types of ions a r e  distributed uniformly at the initial instant. 
Figure E-10 shows a triangular region in which charge neutrality 
pe r s i s t s  for some time. Within this region the nulimber densities are 
n = 1 and M = 1. Outside this region there  i s  a slight variation of number 
density. F igures  E-12, E-13, and E-14 show the field intensity, the 
anode current,  and the cathode current ,  
(c )  Another interesting case  i s  the case  where tile gap contains 
singly ionized positive atoms and atoms wit11 an attached electron, 
a = - 1.0. Figur.e E- 15 shows the effect of increasiag s upon the motion 
of the number density discontinuities. As s is increased the charged 
particles in the middle portion of the gap  (neutral region) tend to move 
ever  m o r e  slowly, and the t ime required to c lear  the gap of charges 
increases  almost l inearly with s. Figures E-16, E-17, E-18 show number 
densities, field intensities, and anode current  as a function of t ime (anode 
current  and cathode current  have identical tiArne histories  because of the 
symmetry of the problem when a = - 1, 0). A11 of these calculations were 
made assuming that the charged particles were distributed uniformly 
initially, and that the positive charge density was the same a s  the negative 
charge density initially (initial charge neutrality). 
The digital program i s  capable of haildling problems with arb i t rary  
initial charge distributions, and with relatively l-niuor modifications could 
be adapted so  a s  to include recombination processes  and ionization 
processes  (such processes  resul t  in prodaction t e r m s  on the right side 
of the equations of conservation for 11 and N). 
5. Conclusions 
The problem of calculating the motion of charges under the action 
of electr ic  fields produced by the charges themselves i s  a non-linear 
problem, 
It has been shown how the rnethoci of charac ter i s t ics  can  be used 
to find analytical solutions to such problems, Practically all  of the 
a nalytical resul t s  pre seated i.1 this appendix have been obtained previously 
by Oemetriades and by Morrison and Edelson. dernetriades 
uses  Monge's method, and Morrison and Edelson use Cilarpit's 
method. 
The numerical solutions were found by mechanizing the method o i  
character is t ics  for the 7090 computer, Computiirg t imes  for the solutions 
presented ranged f rom 8 seconds to several  minutes, The F O R T R A N  
program is easily modified to i~lclude charge production mechanisms 
such a s  ionization and recombination. 
The method of charac ter i s t ics  can  a l s o  be used to find analytical 
and numerical  solutions when the iner t ia  of the charged particles i s  
included in the analysis,  Diffusion effects  can a lso  be included in 
numerical  schemes  using the method of charac ter i s t ics .  
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FIGURE E-  1 






number densities n and N given on t = 0 
FIGURE E-2 
CHARACTERISTIC CURVES IN THE (x, t)-  PLANE 
1 grid points 
points at which n can be directly calculated from (dn/dt) = sn(N-n) 
t% points at which N caii t e  directly calculated from (cis/&) = asN(N-n) 
FIGURE E-3  
n(x, 0) = 1 
FIGURE E - 4 .  
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SINGLE TYPE O F  CHARGED PA.RTICLE 
FIGURE E - 5  
INITIAL VALUE IaHiOBLEM 
FOR ELECTRONS MOVING IN A STATIONARY FIELD O F  POSITIVE IONS 













